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The Effects of Watching Three Types of Conductor Gestures and
Performing Varied Gestures Along with the Conductor on Measures of
Singers' Intonation and Tone Quality: A Pilot Study
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Abstract
This three-phase investigation assessed the effects of three conducting gestures (standard conducting
pattern; low, circular arm gesture; high, circular hand gesture), singer gestural training, and two singer
gestures (low, circular arm gesture; high, circular hand gesture) on the intonation and perceived tone quality
of individual singers' (N = 58) performances of a sung /u/ vowel in the context of the final phrase of a familiar
song (“Happy Birthday to You”). Singer perceptions of performing while either viewing or doing specific
gestures was a concomitant matter of interest.
In phase one of the study, all participants sang the song while watching a videotaped conductor who
alternately employed three conducting gestures (standard pattern, high, circular hand gesture and low, circular
arm gesture). In phase two, 38 singer participants were randomly assigned to two performance groups: a
control group (n =19), which practiced singing to the sound of a metronome, and an experimental group (n =
19), which received gestural training by practicing with a videotaped instructor. In phase three, a second
experimental group (n = 20) physically replicated the displayed conductor circular gestures as they sang. All
singer performances were digitally recorded for subsequent analysis of fundamental frequency and for listener
evaluations. A panel of experienced voice educators (N = 10) rated singers' tone quality (breathy, balanced,
pressed-edgy) and intonation (flat, in tune, sharp) on a continuous visual-analog scale upon hearing pre-and
posttest audio samples from each participant.
Among primary findings: (a) statistically significant main intonation effects for type of gesture by group in
posttests, though not in the baseline pretest; (b) significant differences in cents deviation from target
fundamental frequency according to gestural condition among participants who mimicked the conductor’s
gestures (more in tune singing with the low, circular arm gesture in the post-test); (c) significant differences in
expert ratings, indicating that the most balanced singer tone quality occurred while either observing or doing
the low gesture, and the most pressed and breathy perceptions of tone quality occurred while either observing
or doing the high gesture; and (d) singers most frequently reported that the low gesture evoked a feeling of
deeper breath, the high gesture abetted a lighter, though tense sound, and the standard gesture afforded a
sense of familiarity.
Results were discussed in terms of singing pedagogy, limitations of the study, and suggestions for further
research.
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